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Small-molecule drug discovery at the crossroads	
•  Unique	advantages:	

•  Easy	to	administer	
•  Bioavailability	(cells,	brain,...)	
•  Safer:	No	immunological	response	
•  Cheap	to	produce	and	distribute	
•  Richer	variety	of	responses	
•  They	are	needed!!	

•  ProducFvity	crisis	
•  Target-based	approaches	quesFoned	
•  Increasing	Number	of	AlternaFves:	

•  Vaccines	
•  AnFbodies	
•  Endogenous	Proteins	
•  More	to	come	in	the	future:	

Ø  GeneFc	Treatment	
Ø  RegeneraFve	medicine	
Ø  Smart	Drug	Delivery	

Some	changes	are	in	order:	
•  Closer	integraFon	with	phenotypic	characterizaFon	
•  Pay	more	aPenFon	to	mechanism	of	acFon	(e.g.	binding	kineFcs)	
•  Use	more	diverse	targets	and	sites	of	acFon	
•  BePer	understanding	of	biological	processes	 Chemical Biology




The vicious cycle of drug discovery 
Target-based	approaches	are	bePer	if	the	target	is	validated	

Shortage of validated 
Targets  

Drug candidates are 
THE way to validate targets 

Drug development is 
uncertain and expensive 

Drug development focuses on 
validated targets 
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The vicious cycle of drug discovery 

Fast	&	Cheap	Discovery	
of	BioacFve	Molecules	

(Focus	on	New	Targets	/	MMOAs)	

ComputaFonal	selecFon	of	
short	list	of	compounds	

Low-throughput	
(biophysical)	assay	

+	

Target-based	approaches	are	bePer	if	the	target	is	validated	

Tool	compounds	to	carry	
fundamental	biological	studies	

Chemical Biology




Expanding the druggable genome 

• Enzyme	acFve	sites	

• Transient	binding	drugs	(Ohlson,	DDT	2008)	

• Receptor/transporter	binding	sites	
• Protein-protein	inhibitors	(Arkin	&	Wells,	NRDD	2004)	

• Allosteric	Modulators	(Lindsley	&	RuPer,	PNAS	2006)	

• Pharmacological	chaperones	(Leandro	&	Gomes,	MRMC	2008)	

• Interfacial	inhibitors	(Ponnier	&	Cherfils,	TiPS	2005)	

• RNA	(Guan	&	Disney,	ACS	Chem.	Biol.	2012)	



Exploring uncharted territory 

1.-	IdenFficaFon	of		druggable	sites	

2.-	Improving	success	rates	in	hit	ID		





High-Throughput Druggability: fpocket 
•  Empirical	

•  Relies	on	pocket	detec2on	
•  Fast	http://fpocket.sourceforge.net 



fpocket Application Example: TuberQ 
http://tuberq.proteinq.com.ar/ 

Turjanski	&	Marb	Lab		
Database,	2014,	1–10	
doi:	10.1093/database/bau035	



Low-Throughput Druggability: MDmix 

•  Physics-based	
•  Site	“naturally”	defined	
•  Slow	(1-3	days)	



Low-Throughput Druggability: MDmix 
 

ΔGbind	0																																																		-1.3	

ΔGi	=	-kBT	ln(Ni/No)	

Count		0																																																80	



Low-Throughput Druggability: MDmix 
 Identify high affinity points Cluster points into affinity areas 

Merge into druggable sites 

Predicted	
Maximal	

Affinity:	-14.7	
kcal/mol	

Best known 
inhibitor: 

-11 kcal/mol 





MDmix: Getting Quantitative 
- Choosing the right set of conditions - 

Choice	of	solvents:	
•  Small:	fast	diffusion	rates	
•  Mix	of	polar	and	apolar	features	
•  Highly	miscible	in	water	
•  Diverse	

Sampling:	
•  Length	of	simulaFon	
•  Number	of	replicas	
•  Protein	flexibility	
•  Measure	of	convergence	



Dealing with Flexibility in Solvation Studies 
- Finding an Acceptable Trade-off - 

Your sweet spot!


Full flexibility: Need correct 
protein and protein-ligand 
sampling 


Complete rigidity: large over-estimation of 
binding free energy




MDmix	

Binding Site Characterization: Validation 
- Pharmacophore Matching - 

Water	at	F7	

MDMix	 GRID	

Sensi2vity(TPR)	 0.78	 0.68	

Especificity(TNR)	 0.91	 0.36	

Precision(PPV)	 0.86	 0.32	
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Binding Site Characterization 
- Comparison with ordinary interaction potentials - 

GRID – With Waters
 MDmix


InteracFon	Energy	PotenFal	
(Energy)	

PotenFal	of	Mean	Force	
(Free	Energy)	

–NH2	probe	
(GRID	type	N2;	MDmix	acetamide	–NH2)	



*	 *	

*	Data	from:	

Binding Site Characterization 
- Predicting Displaceable Water Molecules - 

Inverse	Boltzmann	rela2on	as	good	as	IFST	

Adding co-solvent information improves 
identification of displaceable water molecules




MDmix	–	One-stop	shop	for:	

•  IdenFficaFon	and	quanFficaFon	of	druggable	
binding	sites	

•  IdenFficaFon	of	type-specific	binding	hot	
spots	=>	Used	as	a	guide	in	docking	(rDock)	

•  Binding	site	characterizaFon:	hydraFon	sites,	
flexibility	



pyMDmix: A software package to facilitate 
adoption of the technique 

http://mdmix.sourceforge.net 





High-Throughput Docking 
 

http://rdock.sourceforge.net 

ü  Fast (~10k cpds x CPUday)
ü  Free & Open Source
ü  Advanced features:

•  Limited Protein flexibility
•  Interfacial water molecules

ü  User control:
•  Pharmacophoric restraints
•  Tethered scaffold docking

Guided Docking





ΔGBIND: The holy grail of SBDD	

Unbound	 Bound	

ΔG	

ΔGBIND	

ΔGBIND	=>	associaFon	constant	(Ka	=	1/Kd)	

But, is that all? 



Ligands display structural stability	
•  Precise binding mode, narrow fluctuations (~1�) 

Binding	mode	must	correspond	
to	a	narrow	ΔG	minimum	

Unbound	 Bound	

ΔG	

ΔGBIND	



H-bonds: Determinants of Structural Stability?	
•  H-bonds	interacFon	potenFals	have	deep	and	narrow	minima	



H-bonds: Determinants of Structural Stability?	
•  H-bonds	interacFon	potenFals	have	deep	and	narrow	minima	

•  Water-shielded	H-bonds	present	steep	barriers	(i.e.	strong	
resistance	to	being	broken)	
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pair forms a dry network of hydrogen bonds in the deepest part of
the pocket, and water entrance through an access channel is
thought to be the first event of the dissociation process.11 This is
consistent with the fact that streptavidin mutants that increase
the water contents around the hydrogen-bond network not only
produce a significant loss of potency but also a large increase in
the on- and off-rates.12,13 Quite unexpectedly, we find that this
effect is also reproduced, at a smaller scale, on solvent exposed
areas of the protein surface. First, the water-shielding effect and
its relation with almost buried polar atoms are investigated on a
test system. Evidence that this phenomenon occurs in biological
systems is then sought using crystallographic data and molecular
dynamics simulations. Finally, the relevance of the principle for
drug design is investigated on Hsp90 inhibitors. Although asso-
ciation and dissociation of protein!ligand complexes involve
multiple steps, we demonstrate that, in this particular case,
formation of a water-shielded hydrogen bond at the periphery

of the binding site can affect the rate-limiting step, thus influen-
cing the binding kinetics.

’RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Dissociation of Shielded Hydrogen Bonds Involves a
Transition State. In a recent effort to predict the druggability
of putative binding sites, we noticed that polar atoms in drug
binding sites are located in predominantly apolar environments
and tend to be poorly solvent exposed. Yet, they are available for
interactions.14 Given that burial of polar surface area involves a
substantial desolvation cost, a functional role for such almost
buried polar atoms (ABPAs) can be assumed. From a thermo-
dynamic perspective, protecting hydrogen bonds from water
results in a decreased dielectric constant and subsequent stabi-
lization of the electrostatic interaction.15 Recently, this effect has
been quantified in proteins, demonstrating that hydrogen bonds
can be up to 1.2 kcal/mol stronger in hydrophobic environ-
ments.16 Considering that electrostatic effects can be relatively
long range, we were curious to know whether ABPAs could also
be related to other fundamental aspects of binding not strictly
related to the energetics of the bound state. To that end, we
investigated how the level of exposure of a polar atom on the
receptor affects the interaction with a ligand along the association
pathway. In order to make the problem tractable and to disen-
tangle the effect of burial from the many other interactions that
occur in a real system, we designed a virtual binding site
composed of a hydrogen-bond acceptor (acetonitrile) sur-
rounded by methane molecules arranged as a half sphere.
Although not intended to replicate real biological systems,
similar model systems have proved useful to investigate funda-
mental molecular phenomena.17,18 In particular, we wanted to
understand if and how changes in the solvent accessible surface
area (SASA) of the polar atom and in the local curvature of the
receptor could affect the free energy profile of hydrogen-bond
formation. To that end, we generated a set of artificial systems
that cover a range of values for the parameters A0 (SASA
obtained with a probe of 1.4 Å radius) and ΔA (change of SASA
as the radius of the probe increases). Full details are provided as
Supporting Information. Each one of these systems was then
solvated with TIP3P water molecules, and multiple steered
molecular dynamics (SMD) simulations were used to study the
formation of a hydrogen bond between acetonitrile (receptor)
and an ammonia molecule (ligand). The corresponding free
energy profile was computed using the Jarzynski relationship19

and is shown in Figure 1a for an exposed donor on a flat surface
(black line) and an ABPA on a concave surface (red line). In both
cases the formation the hydrogen bond is unfavorable, reflecting
the characteristics of the system,20 but it should be noted that we
are not interested on the specific values but on the effect that the
local environment has on them. In accordance with the above-
mentioned dielectric effect, we see a slight tendency to lower the
free energy of the bound state as the acceptor group becomes
shielded from bulk solvent. However, a more noticeable effect is
the appearance of a free energy peak when the ligandmoves from
the second solvation shell to form a direct contact (Figure 1a). If
the polar atom of the receptor is solvent exposed, then exchange
of hydrogen-bonding partners occurs in a concerted-like manner
(water molecule leaves as ammonia approaches), and no transi-
tion state is involved (Figure 1b and black-framed picture in
Figure 1a). However, more crowded environments (small A0
and negative ΔA values) impose a steric impediment on the

Figure 1. (a) Free energy profile of association between a hydrogen-
bond donor (ammonia) and a model binding site containing a single
hydrogen-bond acceptor with varying degrees of solvent accessibility. At
low levels (A0 = 3.8 Å2; ΔA = !1.5; red line), a transition state appears
between the bound and unbound states, not present at higher solvent
accessibility levels (A0 = 13.7 Å

2;ΔA = 1.0; black line). The insets show
the respective configurations at the point in the reaction coordinate where
the transition state appears. (b) Schematic representation of the water!
ligand exchange process with a solvent-exposed polar atom. (c) Idem for an
almost buried polar atom. (d) Same as b, with a bulkier ligand.
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Shielded	Hydrogen	Bonds	as	Structural	Determinants	of	Binding	KineFcs.	ApplicaFon	in	Drug	Design.	
Schmidtke	P,	Luque	FJ,	Murray	JB,	Barril	X.	
Journal	of	the	American	Chemical	Society,	2011;	133(46):18903-18910	



H-bonds: Determinants of Structural Stability?	
•  H-bonds	interacFon	potenFals	have	deep	and	narrow	minima	

•  Water-shielded	H-bonds	present	steep	barriers	(i.e.	strong	
resistance	to	being	broken)	

•  Most	proteins	contain	an	essenFal	H-bond,	fulfilled	by	all	
ligands	(e.g.	kinases,	proteases,	nuclear	receptors…)	



H-bonds: Determinants of Structural Stability?	
•  H-bonds	interacFon	potenFals	have	deep	and	narrow	minima	

•  Water-shielded	H-bonds	present	steep	barriers	(i.e.	strong	
resistance	to	being	broken)	

•  Most	proteins	contain	an	essenFal	H-bond,	fulfilled	by	all	
ligands	(e.g.	kinases,	proteases,	nuclear	receptors…)	

•  Even	the	smallest	ligands	(i.e.	fragments)	form	at	least	one	H-
bond	Ferenczy	&	Keserű.	Thermodynamics	of	fragment	binding.	J.	Chem.	Inf.	Model.	52,	1039–45	(2012).		



Assessing Structural Stability: 
The Quasi-Bound State	

Unbound	 Bound	

ΔG	

ΔGBIND	

QUASI-BOUND	STATE:	POINT	ALONG	THE	DISSOCIATION	
PATHWAY	WHERE	THE	LIGAND	HAS	JUST	BROKEN	THE	
MOST	IMPORTANT	NATIVE	CONTACTS	



How we do it in practice?	

•  Keep	only	a	protein	chunk	
•  Explicit	water	solvaFon	
•  Equilibrate	(1ns):	20	min	

•  SMD:	
ü  2.5	to	5.0	�	in	0.5ns:	10	min	
ü MulFple	replicas	(variable)	

•  WQB	is	maximum	W	value	along	
the	trajectorie	
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Testing the concept on CDK2	



Application to VS (DUD)	
CDK2 DUCk ROC
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Dock, then Undock!	

D
ocking	Score	

WQB	

TRUE	LIGANDS	DISPLAY	OVERALL	
COMPLEMENTARITY,	BUT	ALSO	
STRUCTURAL	STABILITY	



Prospective Application to Virtual 
Fragment Screening – Hsp90	

8M	Commercial	Cpds	 280.000	Fragments	
Filters	
(250Da)	

Docking	
(rDock)	

Diversity	
Solubility	

139	Candidates	
Dynamic	
Undocking	

500	Top-scoring	

28	Strong	(WQB	>	6;	20%)	

67	Medium	(48%)	

44	Weak	(WQB	<	3;	32%)	

Buy	&	Test	
(21)	

8	AcFve	-	38%	

Buy	&	Test	
(15)	

1	AcFve	-	7%	

Buy	&	Test	
(11)	

0	AcFve	-	0%	

WQB(acFve)	=	
5.6	kcal/mol	



Prospective Application to Virtual 
Fragment Screening – Hsp90	

X-ray	structures	

Other	acFve	molecules	

0.37		 0.29		 0.32		

0.29		 0.27		 0.42		
Max	Similarity	to	Hsp90	

ligands	in	the	PDB	
(chemaxon	FP,	Tanimoto)	

Dynamic Undocking: 
•  Orthogonal to docking 
•  Ideal as a post-docking filter. 
•  Amenable to HT applications 



Conclusions	
•  Quasi-Bound	(QB)	state:	a	state	where	the	main	

interacFon	between	ligand	and	receptor	has	just	
been	broken	

•  Though	the	QB	state	is,	in	principle,	irrelevant,	the	
work	needed	to	reach	it	(WQB)	informs	about	
structural	stability	and	is	useful	for	VS	

•  CalculaFng	WQB	is	straigh{orward	and	relaFvely	
inexpensive	(ΔGQB	accessible	through	mulFple	
replicas	and	Jarzynski	equaFon)	

•  The	method	is	orthogonal	to	docking.	Ideal	as	a	
post-docking	filter.	

•  Dock	+	DUck	amenable	to	HT	applicaFons	
•  Relevance	for	KineFcs?	Other	applicaFons?	

ΔG	

Unbound	 TS	 Bound	
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New treatments for rare diseases 
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ü  Non-inhibitory	&	non-substrate	like	
pharmacological	chaperones	

ü  OpFmal	drug-like	properFes	

PC THERAPY
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Target	selecFon	criteria	

q  TherapeuFc	area:	

ü  Neurometabolic	

ü  Pediatric	

q  Business	opportunity	

ü  Incidence	

ü  CompeFFon	

q  PracFcal	aspects	

ü  Local	knowledge	

ü  Protein	availability	

q  SEE-Tx	related:	

ü  Structural	informaFon	

ü  Missense	mutaFons	

ü  Druggable	allosteric	sites	

q  CollaboraFons	

ü  PaFent	associaFons	

ü  Key	Opinion	Leaders	

ü  Academic	partners	

~50	Targets	considered	à	5	High	priority	à	3	On-going	
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GM1	gangliosidosis	&	Morquio	B	
§  Autosomal	recessive	lysosomal	storage	diseases	

§  Caused	by	deficiency	of	B-galactosidase	(GLB1)	

§  >130	mutaFons,	mostly	missense	

GM1	Gangliosidosis	

§  Incidence:	1/100,000	–	200,000	live	births	

§  Mainly	mutaFons	affecFng	protein	stability	

§  NeurodegeneraFve	disease	with	three	
phenotypes:	

o  Type	1	–	InfanFle:	Onset	by	6	months,	
psychomotor	regression,	visceromegaly,	
cherry-red	spot,	skeletal	abnormaliFes,	
early	death.	

o  Type	2	–	Juvenile:	Onset	between	7m.	and	
3	years,	slowly	progressing	neurological	
decline,	some	degree	of	skeletal	changes.	

o  Type	3	–	Adult:	Onset	between	3y	and	
30y.,	cerebellar	dysfuncFon,	dystonia	
short	statue,	mild	vertebral	deformiFes.	

Morquio	B	–	Mucopolysaccharidosis	IVB	

§  Variable	incidence	~1/250,000	

§  Massive	skeletal	changes,	corneal	clouding	
and	impaired	cardiac	dysfuncFon.	

1:130,000	

1:250,000	

1:40,000-60,000		
(males)	

1:100,000	

1:50,000-100,000	

1:40,000—160,000	

1:320,000	

1:100,000-200,000	

1:40,000	

unknown	

Incidence	data	



GM1	therapies	
§  Currently	there	is	no	treatment	in	the	market	for	GM1	

(neither	for	Morquio	B),	nor	in	advanced	development.	

§  Few	substrate-compeFFve	PCT’s,	such	as	NOEV,	have	been	
described	for	the	disease	at	preclinical	level.	

§  NOEV	showed	efficacy	against	~50%	of	GM1	mutaFons	and	its	
acFvity	confirmed	in	in-vivo	models.	

§  NOEV	did	not	progress	into	regulatory	studies	probably	
because	of	syntheFc	feasibility,	poor	biodistribuFon	and	
narrow	therapeuFc	window.	

§  DGJ	(Migalastat	HCl,	AT1001)	currently	in	PhIII	for	Fabry,	also	
showed	weak	chaperoning	acFvity.	The	more	potent	
analogue,	NN-DGJ,	also	showed	efficacy	in	feline	models	of	
GM1.	

§  Recently,	other	compeFFve	PCT’s	have	been	described	(6S-
NBI-DGJ	and	7a-8).		

§  DORPHAN	S.A	(Switzerland)	is	at	non	regulatory	preclinical	
dev.	with	an	iminosugar-based	candidate	(undisclosed	
structure).	

§  AAV	mediated	gene	therapy	(intracranial	injecFon)	showed	
posiFve	results	in	mice	and	feline	models.	

§  Substrate	ReducFon	Therapy	has	been	also	proposed	as	a	
potenFal	therapeuFc	strategy	for	GM1.	

NOEV	

	β-galactosidase	is	a	validated	target	for	
pharmacological	chaperone-based	therapy.	Only	
substrate-compeFFve	chaperones	have	been	

reported	

DGJ	



GLB1	MutaFons	

§  InfanFle	GM1	mutaFons	are	concentrated	within	the	protein	core,	either	intradomain	or	interdomain.	

§  MutaFons	of	milder	phenotypes	tend	to	be	more	exposed	to	the	solvent.	

Ohto	et	al,	JBC	2012	



GLB1	Binding	Sites	

§  Through	SEE-Tx,	Minoryx	
idenFfied	a	druggable	binding	
site	at	the	interdomain	region.	

§  Such	region	is	surrounded	by	
mutaFons	associated	to	infanFle	
form.	

§  MutaFons	responsive	to	
chaperones	targeFng	such	site	
may	differ	from	those	responsive	
to	binding-site	chaperones.	

§  CombinaFon	of	chaperones	
targeFng	differenFated	binding	
sites	may	provide	superior	
efficacy	and	broader	
applicability.	

Ohto	et	al,	JBC	2012	
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Compound	@	30µM	

§  Hit	series:	Very	small	molecules	(av.	Mw	=	250Da)	with	excellent	
ligand	efficiency	(potency	in	mid	microM	range).		

§  TargeFng	of	non-exploited	binding	site.	

§  >150	patentable	non-sugar	like	NCE’s	already	synthesized.	

§  IP	filed	on	main	series.	

§  Back-up	scaffolds	idenFfied.	



Responsiveness	of	mutaFons	

§  AcFve	compounds	in	DSF	assays	
showed	consistent	enzyme	
enhancement	acFvity	in	cell-based	
assays	with	both	WT	and	pathologic	
mutants.		

§  The	profile	of	responsive	mutaFons	
and	the	magnitude	of	enzyme	
enhancement	differs	among	non-
compeFFve	and	substrate-
compeFFve	compounds.	

§  In	several	mutaFons,	non-
compeFFve	pharmacological	
chaperones	exhibit	higher	enzyme	
enhancement	effect	than	
compeFFve	chaperones	such	as	DGJ.	
Such	difference	is	even	more	
accentuated	if	it	is	considered	that	
5-10X	lower	concentraFons	are	
used.		

Enzyme	enhancement	upon	treatment	of	COS	cells	transiently	transfected	
with	mutant	hGLB1	(DGJ:	know	acFve	compeFFve	PCT;	#3:	Minoryx’s	non-
compeFFve	PCT)	

R201H	
Several	phenotypes	

Y83C	
Morquio	B	

T420K	
GM1	type	3	

R457Q	
GM1	type	3	



Responsiveness	of	mutaFons	

§  Apparently,	responsiveness	is	
related	with	distance	from	
binding	site	and	degree	of	
destabilizing	effect.	

§  MutaFons	responsive	to	
chaperones	targeFng	Minoryx’s	
site	may	differ	from	those	
responsive	to	binding-site	
chaperones.	

§  CombinaFon	of	pharmacological	
chaperones	targeFng	different	
binding	sites	may	offer	an	
avenue	for	broadening	their	
therapeuFc	window	and/or	
increasing	the	number	of	
responsive	mutaFons.	

	

AcFve	site	

Minoryx’s	site	

β-domain	2	

β-domain	1	

TIM	barrel	
domain	

T420	

R457	

R201	 Y83	

R201H	 T420K	 Y83C	 R457Q	

%	ac2vity	vs.	WT	 52	 16	 21	 34	

COS	cells	transiently	transfected	with	mutant	hGLB1	



Series	OpFmizaFon	

Minoryx’s	cpds.	

§  Enzyme	enhancement	>300%	(at	10µM)	

§  Highly	efficient	(MW	=	270Da)	

§  Drug-like	profile	

§  High	in-vivo	BBB	penetraFon	(Brain/plasma		>>	1)	
§  More	that	150	compounds	have	been	

synthesized.	

§  This	allowed	idenFfying	several	acFve	series	
and	subseries.	

§  Most	promising	series	are	series	A1	(which	
includes	cpd	#3	from	previous	slide)	and	
series	C1	(cpd	#	8).	

§  Series	C1,	show	increased	cell-based	
potency	as	well	opFmized	properFes	for	
BBB	penetraFon.	

	

Enzyme	enhancement	upon	treatment	of	COS	cells	transiently	
transfected	with	mutant	hGLB1	(DGJ:	substrate	compeFFve	PCT	with	
microM	affinity;	NN-DGJ:	Substrate	compeFFve	with	nM	affinity;		#3,	4	
and	10:	Minoryx’s	non-compeFFve	PCTs;	Series	A1;	Series	C1)	

T420K	
GM1	type	3	



Non-compeFFve	Hit	series:	InhibiFon	of	the	lysosomal	enzyme	in	lysates	from	normal	
fibroblasts	

ü Control	1	and	Control	2	exhibited	dose-response	
inhibitory	acFvity	on		the	enzyme		with	lysates	from	
normal	human	fibroblasts,	as	previously	described.	

ü  In	contrast,	Minoryx�s	compounds	do	not	exhibit	any		
inhibitory	acFvity	on	the	enzyme.	

Allosteric	chaperones	do	not	inhibit	

Control	1	

Control	2	

IC50	=	17µM	

IC50	=	0.1µM	

Non-compeFFve	chaperones	



Conclusions	
•  Non-standard	sites	offer	the	possibility	of	

discovering	ligands	with	disFnct	mechanisms	
of	acFon	and	physchem	properFes,	which	
may	open	up	new	therapeuFc	opportuniFes	

•  Site	idenFficaFon	is	a	criFcal	aspect.	Since	it	
cannot	be	based	on	previous	knowledge,	
using	a	physics-based	method	makes	sense,	
even	if	it	is	low-throughput	compared	to	
parametric	methods	

•  Hit	idenFficaFon	is	more	challenging	due	to	the	nature	of	the	sites	and	the	
lack	of	previous	knowledge.	MDmix	provides	accurate	informaFon	about	hot	
spots	and	hydraFon	sites,	which	is	crucial	for	the	success	of	VS	strategies.	

•  The	combinaFon	of	MDmix-guided	docking	and	Dynamic	Undocking	provide	
unprecedented	success	opportuniFes	
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